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Abstract—Several schemes have been proposed to enable cloud
servers to search encrypted medical data to preserve patients’
privacy. However, the existing schemes use inefficient Attribute-
Based Encryption (ABE) approaches for access control. Also,
servers cannot learn whether a doctor can achieve the access
policy of a document and this check is done by doctors, so
unrelated documents are outsourced. Moreover, the existing
schemes only support single data-owner setting where a doctor
needs to share a key with each patient. To address these
limitations, we develop an efficient ABE approach. Patients use
it to encrypt the symmetric key (that encrypted a document) so
that only authorized doctors can obtain the key and decrypt the
document. Patients also send to the server the encryptions of
an access policy and the document’s keywords. Doctors send
the encryptions of the keywords, and their attributes. Then,
the server returns the documents the doctor is authorized to
access without being able to learn the keywords, the access
policy, and the doctor’s attributes to preserve privacy. Our
analysis indicates that our scheme can preserve privacy, and our
experimental results demonstrate that our scheme requires less
communication/computation overhead compared to the existing
schemes. Also, the number of keys in the system are significantly
reduced.

Index Terms—Privacy preservation, search over encrypted
data, attribute-based encryption (ABE), E-health, and cloud
services.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last two decades, the transition from paper-
based medical records to electronic-based records has

been widely adopted all over the world. These medical records
can be outsourced to a cloud service provider so that patients’
records can be shared, analyzed, and accessed by different
healthcare service providers with the patient’s approval. The
use of a cloud reduces the storage and management burden of
the e-health system and enables treatments to be performed
collaboratively by different service providers [1]. A real-life
example of a currently deployed cloud-based e-health system
is the national e-health infrastructures in Finland and Croatia
[2]. Also, in the US alone, the healthcare cloud computing
market is estimated to reach $40 billion by 2026 [3].
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However, data owners, i.e., patients, always have doubts
when outsourcing their private data that includes their
sensitive diagnostic reports because cloud services are run
by private companies. Thus the patients’ data are subject to
privacy leakage attacks. For example, in the US, more than
113 million medical records were compromised in 2015 [4].
Therefore, it is crucial to encrypt the patients’ documents
before outsourcing them to the cloud. After outsourcing the
patients’ documents, a data user, i.e., a doctor, needs to search
over these encrypted data and download the data related to his
specialization, e.g., cardiology or neurosurgeon, so that he can
diagnose the patient’s disease.

Although, several searchable encryption schemes [5]–
[17] have been proposed in the literature to enable
cloud servers to search over encrypted medical data to
preserve patients’ privacy, they suffer from the following
limitations. First, the existing schemes suffer from high
computation/communication overheads because they use
inefficient public-key cryptography based Attribute-Based
Encryption (ABE) approaches for access control. Also, the
server cannot learn whether a doctor can achieve the access
policy of a document, and this check is done by the doctor, so
unrelated documents are sent to the doctor, which consumes
extensive communication and computation overheads. Second,
the existing schemes support only the single-data-owner and
multi-user setting where each patient has to share a key
with each doctor, but in e-health, the multi-data-owner and
multi-user setting is needed to enable doctors to search the
outsourced data of multiple patients efficiently, i.e., using only
one key. As a result, the users receive unrelated documents that
consume much communication and computation resources.
Fourth, in the existing schemes, an eavesdropper can compute
the similarity scores using the trapdoors and indices, which
leaks sensitive information.

In this paper, we propose ESEM: Efficient Searchable
Encryption scheme over medical cloud data with access
control for Multi-data-owner and multi-data-user settings. We
develop an efficient ABE approach that is used for access
control. Patients encrypt their documents using symmetric
keys before outsourcing them to the cloud. With each
document, they attach the symmetric key encrypted with our
ABE scheme and an access policy so that only authorized
doctors (who have the needed attributes to satisfy the access
policy) can decrypt the patents’ documents.

We also propose an efficient searchable encryption scheme
for multiple-data-owner settings. Our scheme allows doctors
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to use only one key to access the data of all patients instead
of using one key per patient. Using this scheme, a patient
computes an encrypted vector containing the keywords of a
document and some data such as issuance date, called index,
and an encrypted access policy (containing the attributes
of the doctors who can access the documents) and attach
them to the document. To retrieve documents of interest, the
doctor computes an encrypted vector containing the keywords
of interest , called trapdoors, and another encrypted vector
containing its attribute set, and then sends the two ciphertexts
to the server. The cloud server executes the search process by
firstly making sure that the doctor has enough attributes to
satisfy the access policy of the document without learning the
access policy or the doctor’s attribute sets. Then, the server
uses its secret key to compute the similarity score between the
indices and the trapdoor without learning the keywords of the
document and the query, and then it returns to the doctors the
documents of interest he is authorized to access.

Our main contributions and the challenges the paper aims
to address can be summarized as follows:
• We propose an efficient ABE approach that is used for

efficient access control of the outsourced documents.
• We also propose an efficient searchable encryption

scheme for multi-data-owner and multi-data-user
settings. Unlike existing schemes, doctors use only one
key to search the data of all patients, and the server can
learn whether the doctor can satisfy the access policy of
a document so that it returns only the documents that
can be decrypted by doctors. Moreover, in our scheme,
only the cloud server can measure the similarity because
a secret key that is known only to the cloud is needed.

• Extensive security analysis and experiments are
conducted, and the results indicate that ESEM is secure,
can preserve privacy, and require low computation and
communication overheads.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section III, we formalize the network and threat models and
design goals. We then present our ESEM’s proposed scheme
in detail in Section IV. Then, we analyze the security and
performance of ESEM in Sections V and VI, respectively. The
related works are presented in Section II. Finally, Section VII
provides the paper conclusion and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Searching over encrypted data has been studied in the
literature. In this section, we review the related work and
compare it to our scheme. The summary of this comparison
is given in Table I.

Song et al. [18] have proposed the first secure searchable
symmetric encryption (SSE) scheme based on kNN technique
where the time of the search process has a linear relation
with the size of the stored data. Some other attempts, such as
[19], [20] have proposed different SSE schemes which support
the single keyword search on encrypted data. However, these
schemes have high computation overhead and do not support
multiple keywords search and ranked search. Some works
[21]–[23] have proposed ranked search schemes. In these
schemes, the cloud server executes the search process and

sends back only the top most relevant documents to the
search user. However, these schemes only consider the single
keyword search.

Later on, Cao et al. [24] have proposed a privacy-preserving
multi-keyword ranked search scheme. In this scheme, after
the search process, the cloud server ranks the documents
according to the number of matched query keywords with
index keywords. This approach has a limitation that it does
not take into consideration the keywords frequency, and this
may result in an inaccurate search process. Then, Sun et al.
[9] have proposed a multi-keyword search scheme that uses
the relevance scores of keywords as the result of the search
process and uses the multidimensional tree technique for more
efficient query.

Xia et al. [25] have proposed a scheme that uses a
special tree-based index Search algorithm to provide efficient
multi-keyword ranked search. However, their scheme requires
sharing the same key between doctors and it does not resist the
collusion between doctors and cloud server. Zhang et al. [14],
have proposed a scheme for multi-keyword ranked search. The
scheme uses an additive order function to retrieve the relevant
search results. After receiving a trapdoor from a search user,
the cloud server compares each encrypted keyword in the
trapdoor with all the keywords of each data owner. Then,
the cloud server adds all the document’s scores with all
the matched keywords. However, because of comparing the
individual keywords in the trapdoor with all the keywords,
this scheme requires high computation overhead.

The above discussed proposals have focused on searching
encrypted documents, but they do not consider access control,
i.e., documents can only be decrypted by doctors who achieve
an access policy. Therefore, recently, some papers tried to add
an access control by using two separate schemes for searching
encrypted documents and for attribute-based encryption. Hur
and Noh in [26], have proposed an ABE efficient attribute
revocation scheme based on the attribute group approach.
Edemacu et al. [27] have proposed an access control scheme
with attribute/user revocation for secure sharing of medical
data in e-health systems. The proposed scheme is based on
the ordered binary access structure and it binds the user keys
to their identities to prevent collusion attacks between users.

In [12], Li et al. have proposed two secure and efficient
dynamic searchable symmetric encryption schemes over
medical cloud data. The authors used KNN and ABE
techniques to achieve a dynamic searchable symmetric
encryption scheme. However, the existing ABE uses public-
key cryptosystems that need high communication and
computation overhead [28].

III. SYSTEM MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we present the network and threat models
and design goals considered in this paper.

A. Network Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the network model consists of four main
entities, including an offline key distribution center (KDC),
patients, doctors, and cloud server. The role of each entity and
the communication model are explained in this subsection.
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TABLE I: Comparison Summary.

Schemes F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7

[25]
√

× × × × × ×

[12]
√ √ √

× ×
√

×

[27] × ×
√

× ×
√

×

Ours
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

F1: Trapdoor unlinkability; F2: Using unique key for each doctor; F3: Data
access control; F4: Support multi-data-owner setting; F5: Check access policy
by the cloud server; F6: Collusion resistance between patients/doctors and
cloud server; F7: Only the cloud server can calculate the similarity score.
Note:

√
denote a realized feature and × denotes an unrealized feature.

• Offline KDC: The KDC is a trusted third party, which
can be run by the department of health. Its role is to
generate and distribute the keys for patients, doctors,
and cloud server. The KDC is offline because it is not
involved in the operation of ESEM, i.e., it is not involved
in outsourcing, storing, searching, and querying data.

• Patients: Each patient outsources his encrypted
documents to the cloud server as well as the
corresponding encrypted access policy and index
containing the keywords of each document. To preserve
privacy, the access policy is decided only by the patient
to determine the doctors who can access his documents.

• Doctors: Each doctor sends an encrypted trapdoor (or
query) containing the keywords of the documents he
wants to download as well as his encrypted attribute set
to the cloud server.

• Cloud Server: After receiving the trapdoor, the cloud
server searches the documents by first making sure that
the doctor can achieve the access policy without learning
the doctor’s attributes and the policy. Then, the cloud
server computes the similarity score of the trapdoor and
each document’s index and returns to the doctor the
documents that have the highest similarity scores and he
is authorized to access.

B. Threat Model

Attackers can be the cloud server, patients, doctors,
and external eavesdroppers. We follow the honest-but-
curious model. Specifically, eavesdroppers can capture all
the communications in the system and analyze them to infer
sensitive information. The cloud server follows the scheme,
but it is curious to infer sensitive information on the health
condition of the patients by analyzing the received data
[25]. The server should not be able to infer any sensitive
information from the documents, indices, access policy, and/or
the trapdoors under the known ciphertext model [25] in which
it has access to the encrypted documents, access policies,
indices, and trapdoors. This information includes the content
of the documents and their keywords and access policies, the
attributes of the doctors and the keywords of their trapdoors.
The cloud server should not also be able to link two given
indices (or trapdoors) that have the same keywords or are
sent from the same patient (or doctors). Moreover, we also
consider a stronger attack model than the known ciphertext
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Fig. 1: The considered network model.

model, called the known background model. In this model,
the cloud server may launch powerful attacks using statistical
information from a known comparable dataset, such as the
occurrence of some keywords.

C. Design Goals

The proposed scheme should achieve the following design
goals.

(1) Privacy preservation. The attackers should not be able
to infer any sensitive information about patients, including
their medical history and diagnosis, from the indices/trapdoors
and the documents stored by the cloud server. Specifically,
privacy is preserved by achieving the following goals: (i)
the cloud server should not be able to identify the keywords
in given indices/trapdoors under the known ciphertext and/or
background models, (ii) the cloud server should not be able to
link indices/trapdoors sent by the same patient/doctor even if
they have the same keywords, and (iii) external eavesdroppers
should not be able to infer any sensitive information or
measure the similarity score of the indices and trapdoors.

(2) Scalable and efficient multi-keyword ranked search
for multi-data-owners and multi-users setting. The proposed
scheme should enable multi-keyword search and give ranked
results with low search time and computation/communication
overheads for multi-data-owners and multi-users settings. The
scheme should be scalable to support search over a large
number of encrypted documents for a large number of doctors
and patients. Also, due to the scalability of the system, the
number of keys should be small for efficient management.

(3) Using of unique keys. To extend the existing searchable
encryption schemes to multi-data-owner and multi-user
settings, all patients need to share the same encryption key,
which is not secure because any patient can decrypt the indices
generated by other patients.

(4) Access control. Patients can decide the doctors who can
access their data by outsourcing an access policy for each
document that indicates the attributes (neurologist, works for
a particular health care provider, etc.) the doctors should have
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to access the document. Only authorized doctors can access
(or decrypt) the documents of a patient. For efficiency, the
cloud server should send to the doctor only the documents
he is authorized to access. Also, even if a doctor colludes
with the server, he should not able to decrypt unauthorized
documents. Moreover, the ABE scheme should be secure so
that if doctors collude and use their attributes, they should
not be able to decrypt a document neither one of them is
authorized to access.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we present in detail ESEM. We first give
an overview of the proposed scheme, followed by the detailed
phases of ESEM..

A. Overview

ESEM consists of the following phases. In system
initialization phase, the KDC distributes secret keys to
patients, doctors, and the cloud server. In the document
outsourcing phase, the patient outsources encrypted
documents and the corresponding encrypted keywords
(index) and access policy to the cloud. In the query phase,
the doctor sends a trapdoor containing the encryption of the
search keywords and the encryption of his attribute set to
the cloud server. In matching phase, the cloud server firstly
checks whether the doctor is authorized to access a document
(i.e., his attribute set can satisfy the access policy of the
document), then it measures the similarity score between the
trapdoor and the document’s index. Finally, the cloud server
returns to the doctor the documents that have high similarity
scores and can be accessed by the doctor, i.e., the doctor
can satisfy their access policies. In the decrypting documents
phase, the doctor decrypts the documents received from the
cloud server.

B. System Initialization

In this phase, the KDC initializes the system by generating
keys for the ABE and searchable encryption scheme, and
distributes the keys to the patients, the doctors, and the cloud
server. The KDC runs the following algorithms to initialize
the system.

Setup(1m) −→ (SK1,SK2, AKl): This algorithm takes the
security parameter 1m as an input and outputs three sets
of Keys SK1, SK2, and AKl. The first key is SK1 =
{S,M1,M2, N1, ..., N8}, where, S is a random binary vector
of length m, and {M1,M2, N1, ..., N8} are a set of random
invertible matrices ∈ Rm×m. The second key is SK2 =
{J,R1, ..., R4}, where, J is a random binary vector of length
c and {R1, ..., R4} are a set of random invertible matrices
∈ Rc×c.

Also, for the ABE scheme, let U = {AT 1, ...,AT m} be
a set of system attributes. Let W = {W1, ...,Wm} be the
patient’s access policy where Wi = 1 if the attribute AT i is
included in the access policy andWi = 0 if the attribute AT i

is not included in the access policy. Let L = {L1, ...,Lm} be
the doctor’s attribute set where Li = 0 if the attribute AT i is
included in the attribute set and Li = a if the attribute AT i

is not included in the attribute set, where a is a random value.
For every attribute in the system, the KDC should generate
an attribute secret Key AKl = {Vl1, Vl2}, where Vl1 and Vl2
are two random invertible matrices ∈ Rc×c and l ∈ m.

KeyGenServer −→ SSK: The KDC creates the cloud server
secret key (SSK), where SSK = X−1 and X is an invertible
random matrix ∈ Rm×m.

KeyGenPatient(Pi,SK1,SK2) −→ SKS
Pi
,SKE

Pi
: For each

patient Pi, the KDC in this algorithm outputs two keys SKS
Pi

and SKE
Pi

. SKS
Pi

is the patient’s search secret key and it is
used to encrypt the index and the access policy, and SKE

Pi

is the patient’s ABE encryption key and it is used in the
ABE scheme to encrypt the symmetric key used to encrypt
the outsourced document. SKS

Pi
is computed as follows:

SKS
Pi

= {S, XN−1
1 Ai, XN−1

2 Bi, XN−1
3 Ai, XN−1

4 Bi,

XN−1
5 Ci, XN−1

6 Di, XN−1
7 Ci, XN−1

8 Di}
(1)

where {Ai, Bi, Ci, Di} are random matrices ∈ Rm×m such
that Ai +Bi = M−11 and Ci +Di = M−12 , and M1 and M2

are master keys used for all parties.
Then, the KDC computes the keys of possible access

policies using the attributes of every patient. Computing a key
for each policy is also used in the ABE scheme proposed in
[29]. For each access policy, the KDC sum all the attributes’
keys Ki

l1 =
∑

l∈m V −1l1 and Ki
l2 =

∑
l∈m V −1l2 . Then, it

randomly selects random matrices K ′il1,K
′′i
l1 ,K

′i
l2 and K ′′il2

∈ Rc×c such that Ki
l1 = K ′il1 + K ′′il1 and Ki

l2 = K ′il2 + K ′′il2 .
The KDC computes SKE

Pi,q for each access policy as follows:

SKE
Pi,q = {J, K′il1R

−1
1 , K′′il1 R

−1
2 , K′il2R

−1
3 , K′′il2 R

−1
4 } (2)

Finally, the KDC sends SKS
Pi

and a set of keys SKE
Pi

=

{SKE
Pi,q}q∈u along with a set of access policies Wi =

{Wi,q}q∈u where u is the number of the access policies.

KeyGenDoctor(Dx,SK1,SK2) −→ SKS
Dx
,SKD

Dx
,SKL

Dx
: For

each doctor Dx, the KDC in this algorithm outputs the keys
SKS

Dx
, SKD

Dx
and SKL

Dx
. SKS

Dx
is the search secret key and

it is used to encrypt the trapdoor and the attribute set. SKD
Dx

is the decryption secret key, and SKL
Dx

is the attribute secret
key and both keys are used in the ABE scheme to decrypt the
ciphertext of the symmetric keys that are used to encrypt the
documents. Firstly, the KDC computes SKS

Dx
as follows.

SKS
Dx

= {S, ExN1, ExN2, FxN3, FxN4,

GxN5, GxN6, HxN7, HxN8}
(3)

where {Ex, Fx, Gx, Hx} are random matrices ∈ Rm×m

such that Ex + Fx = M1, and Gx +Hx = M2

Moreover, for the doctor to be able to decrypt the
documents, the KDC selects a random secret invertible
matrices {Zx1, Zx2} ∈ Rc×c. Then, for each attribute in the
doctor’s attribute set, the KDC computes SKL

Dx
as

SKL
Dx

= {Z−1
x1 Vl1, Z−1

x2 Vl2} (4)

The KDC creates the decryption secret key SKD
Dx

as
follows:

SKD
Dx

= {J, R1Zx1, R2Zx1, R3Zx2, R4Zx2} (5)
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TABLE II: MAIN NOTATIONS

Notation Description
m, c vectors size
U = {AT1, ..., ATm} System attribute set
SK1,SK2 Key Distribution Center secret keys
S, J Secret binary vectors
SSK Server secret key
Pi Patient i

SKS
Pi

Pi’s search secret key

SKE
Pi

Pi’s encryption secret key
Wi = {W1, ...,Wm} Pi’s attribute access policy
EPWi

Pi’s encrypted access policy
Ci Pi’s encrypted symmetric key
Dx Doctor x

SKS
Dx

Dx’s search secret key

SKL
Dx

Dx’s attribute search secret key

SKD
Dx

Dx’s decryption secret key
Lx = {L1, ...,Lm} Dx’s attribute set
EPLx Dx’s encrypted attribute set
nPi

Number of Pi’s documents
nDx Number of Dx’s queries
t Number of the best matched documents

Finally, the KDC sends SKS
Dx

, SKD
Dx

and SKL
Dx

along with
the attribute set Lx to the doctor.

C. Document Outsourcing

In this phase, a patient encrypts a document and the
corresponding access policy and index, and then, outsources
them to the cloud server. To do so, the patient executes the
following algorithms.

CreateIndex(SKS
Pi

) −→ IVij
: This algorithm takes the

patient’s search secret key SKS
Pi

as input, and generates the
corresponding index of the document IVij

.
The patient Pi generates an m-element vector Vi,j for the

keywords of document di,j (where, j = 1, 2, ..., n) and a set of
keywords {wi,j,1, wi,j,2, . . . } will be chosen for the document
di,j . Every element in Vi,j [i] reflects the TF-IDF (Term
Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) [30] relevance
score of keyword wi in the document which represents the
importance of keyword within the whole document collection.
TF-IDF is calculated as follows.

TF − IDF (wi,j,k, di,j) = freqwi,j,k,di,j ∗ log(
N

nwi,j,k

) (6)

where, freqt,Di
is the frequency of wi,j,k in di,j , N is the

total number of vocabularies in all documents, and nwi,j,k
is

the total number of the appearance of wi,j,k in Di.
Then, the vector S is used by Pi for splitting the vector

Vi,j to generate two same size vectors v′ij and v′′ij . So, if the
element S[k] is equal to zero, then v′ij [k] and v′′ij [k] are equal
to Vij [k]. While if the kth element of S is equal to one, then
v′ij [k] and v′′ij [k] are set to two random numbers where the
summation of these two numbers is equal to Vi,j [k]. Finally,

the secret key SKS
Pi

is used for computing the document index
IVi,j as follows

IVi,j =
[
XN−1

1 Aiv
′
ij ; XN−1

2 Biv
′
ij ; XN−1

3 Aiv
′
ij ;

XN−1
4 Biv

′
ij ; XN−1

5 Civ
′′
ij ; XN−1

6 Div
′′
ij ;

XN−1
7 Civ

′′
ij ; XN−1

8 Div
′′
ij

] (7)

where IVi,j
is a column vector of size 8m.

EncryptDocuments(W j
i,q,SK

S
Pi
,SKE

Pi,q) −→ Ci, EPW j
i,q

:

This algorithm takes the access policy W j
i,q , the patient’s

search key SKS
Pi

, and the patient’s encryption key SKE
Pi,q as

input, and computes the encrypted symmetric key Ci,j , and
the encrypted access policy EPW j

i,q
.

To encrypt the medical document di,j , (where, j =
1, 2, ..., n) under the access policy W j

i,q , a patient Pi chooses a
c-elements symmetric key SMi,j and encrypts the document
using this key. Then, the patient encrypts SMi,j using our
ABE technique.

The patient Pi splits the symmetric key SMi,j into two
random vectors SM ′i,j and SM ′′i,j as follows. For each element
kth in J , if J [k] is zero, then SM ′i,j [k] and SM ′′i,j [k] are
set to two random numbers such that SM ′i,j [k] +SM ′′i,j [k] =
SMi,j [k], whereas, if J [k] is one, then SM ′i,j [k] and SM ′′i,j [k]
are set equal to SMi,j [k]. Finally, the encrypted symmetric
key is

Ci,j =
[
SM ′i,jK

′i
l1R
−1
1 , SM ′i,jK

′′i
l1 R

−1
2 ,

SM ′′i,jK
′i
l2R
−1
3 , SM ′′i,jK

′i
i2R
−1
4

]
.

(8)

Then, the patient splits the access policy of document di,j
W j

i,q into two random vectors wp′i,q and wp′′i,q . So, if the
element S[k] is equal to zero, then wp′i,q[k] and wp′′i,q[k] are
equal to W j

i,q[k]. While if the kth element of S is equal to
one, then wp′i,q[k] and wp′′i,q[k] are set to two random numbers
where the summation of these two random numbers is equal
to W j

i,q[k]. Then, the encrypted access policy is computed as
follows:

IVi,j =
[
XN−1

1 Aiwp′i,q; XN−1
2 Biwp′i,q; XN−1

3 Aiwp′i,q

XN−1
4 Biwp′i,q; XN−1

5 Ciwp′′i,q; XN−1
6 Diwp′′i,q

XN−1
7 Ciwp′′i,q; XN−1

8 Diwp′′i,q

] (9)

Finally, the patient Pi sends the encrypted document, the
encrypted symmetric key Ci, the index IVi,j

, and the encrypted
access policy EPW j

i,q
to the cloud for using them in the query

matching process.

D. Query

In this phase, a doctor sends a trapdoor and encrypted
attribute set to the cloud server. This is done by running the
following algorithms.
CreateTrapdoor(Lx,SKS

Dx
) −→ ITx,y

, EPLx
: This algorithm

takes the doctor’s attribute set Lx and search secret key SKS
Dx

as input, and computes the trapdoor ITx,y
and the encrypted

attribute set EPLx
, where x refers to a doctor and y refers to

a trapdoor.
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Firstly, a doctor Dx creates a keyword set to generate the
m-elements query vector Tx,y where each element indicates
whether or not the keyword exists in Tx,y. So, if Tx,y[k] = 1,
the keyword exists, but if Tx,y[k] = 0, the keyword does
not exist. Given the query vector Tx,y , S is used by Dx

for splitting Tx,y to two same size random vectors t′xy and
t′′xy . The splitting method is described as follows. If the kth

element of S is one, t′xy[k] and t′′xy[k] are set similar to Tx,y[k],
while if it is zero, t′xy[k] and t′′xy[k] are set to two random
numbers such that their summation is equal to Tx,y[k]. Then,
Dx uses his secret key SKS

Dx
to create the trapdoor ITx,y as

ITx,y =
[
t′xyExN1, t′xyExN2, t′xyFxN3, t′xyFxN4,

t′′xyGxN5, t′′xyGxN6, t′′xyHxN7, t′′xyHxN8

] (10)

where ITx,y is a row vector of size 8m.
Then, the doctor splits his attribute set vector Lx into two

random vectors r′x and r′′x as follows. If the kth element of
S is one, r′x[k] and r′′x [k] are set similar to Lx[k], and if S[k]
is zero, r′x[k] and r′′x [k] are set to two random numbers such
that their summation is equal to Lx[k]. Then, the encrypted
attribute set EPLx is computed as follow

EPLx =
[
r′xExN1, r′xExN2, r′xFxN3, r′xFxN4,

r′′xGxN5, r′′xGxN6, r′′xHxN7, r′′xHxN8

] (11)

Finally, the doctor Dx sends the trapdoor ITx,y
with the

encrypted attribute set EPLx
to the cloud server.

E. Matching

In this phase, for each document, the cloud server first
checks whether the doctor’s attribute set satisfies the access
policy of the document, and then it measures the similarity
score of the trapdoor and the document’s index. Finally,
the cloud server sends back to the user the best t matched
encrypted documents (that have the highest scores) with
the corresponding encrypted access policy W j

i,q of each
document.

CheckAccessPolicy(SSK, EPLx
, EPW j

i,q
) −→ True/False:

This algorithm takes the cloud server secret key SSK, the
encrypted attribute set EPLx

, and the encrypted access policy
EPW j

i,q
as input, and computes the matching score of EPLx

and EPW j
i,q

. Firstly, the cloud server obtains ĒPLx by
removing X from EPLx

using its secret X−1, where

ĒP
W

j
i,q

=
[
N−1

1 Aiwp′i,q; N−1
2 Biwp′i,q; N−1

3 Aiwp′i,q;

N−1
4 Biwp′i,q; N−1

5 Ciwp′′i,q; N−1
6 Diwp′′i,q;

N−1
7 Ciwp′′i,q; N−1

8 Diwp′′i,q

] (12)

Then, the cloud server obtains the similarity score by
computing (EPLx

• ĒPW j
i,q

), where • denotes dot product.
If the score is equal to zero, this indicates that the doctor’s
attribute set satisfies the access policy of this document. This
is because every element in the access policy with the value of
one has a corresponding element with the value of zero in the
doctor’s attribute set, and when the access policy’s element is

zero, the corresponding element in the doctor’s attribute set is
a where a is a random number. Moreover, when the doctor’s
attribute set does not satisfy the access policy, the score value
is a random number. In this case, the cloud server invokes
Match() to calculate the similarity score between the trapdoor
and the index of this document. Otherwise, the cloud server
ignores this document.

Theorem 1. The cloud server can use CheckAccessPolicy()
that calculates the dot product of the encrypted document’s
access policy and the encrypted doctor’s attribute set, to learn
whether a doctor can satisfy the access policy of a document.

Proof. This can be done by computing EPLx
• ĒPW j

i,q
, as

follows.

EPLx
• ĒP

W
j
i,q

= r′xExAiwp′i,q + r′xExBiwp′i,q + r′xFxAiwp′i,q+

r′xFxBiwp′i,q + r′′xGxCiwp′′i,q + r′′xGxDiwp′′i,q+

r′′xHxCiwp′′i,q + r′′xHxDiwp′′i,q

= r′x(Ex + Fx).(Ai + Bi)wp′i,q+

r′′x(Gx + Hx).(Ci + Di)wp′′i,q

= r′xM1M
−1
1 wp′i,q + r′′xM2M

−1
2 wp′′i,q

= Lx •W j
i,q

= Score
(
Lx •W j

i,q

)
(13)

If Score (Lx •Wi,q) is equal to zero, then the algorithm
returns True. Otherwise, it returns False.

Match(SSK, ITx,y , IVi,j ) −→ Score: This algorithm takes the
cloud server secret key SSK, the trapdoor ITx,y

, and the index
IVi,j

as input, and generates the matching score of ITx,y
and

IVi,j
.

First, the cloud server obtains ĪVi,j by removing X from
IVi,j using its secret X−1, where

ĪVi,j =
[
N−1

1 Aiv
′
ij ; N−1

2 Biv
′
ij ; N−1

3 Aiv
′
ij ; N−1

4 Biv
′
ij ;

N−1
5 Civ

′′
ij ; N−1

6 Div
′′
ij ; N−1

7 Civ
′′
ij ; N−1

8 Div
′′
ij

] (14)

Then, it computes the similarity score of the trapdoor ITx,y

and the index ĪVi,j
by doing the dot product operation ITx,y

•

ĪVi,j
.

Theorem 2. In ESEM, only the cloud server can measure the
similarity score between the indices and the trapdoors.

Proof. Only the server can obtain ĪVi,j from IVi,j because
this requires using the secret key X−1 that is known only
to server. The similarity score of a document’s keywords
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frequency vector Vi,j and a query vector Tx,y by computing
ITx,y

• ĪVi,j , as follows.

ITx,y
• ĪVi,j = t′xyExAiv

′
ij + t′xyExBiv

′
ij + t′xyFxAiv

′
ij+

t′xyFxBiv
′
ij + t′′xyGxCiv

′′
ij + t′′xyGxDiv

′′
ij+

t′′xyHxCiv
′′
ij + t′′xyHxDiv

′′
ij

= t′xy(Ex + Fx).(Ai + Bi)v
′
ij+

t′′xy(Gx + Hx).(Ci + Di)v
′′
ij

= t′xyM1M
−1
1 v′ij + t′′xyM2M

−1
2 v′′ij

= Tx,y • Vi,j

= Score (Tx,y • Vi,j)

(15)

F. Decrypting Documents
In this phase, the doctor first checks that the received

document is for an active patient (not for a recovered patient).
Then, the doctor decrypts the encrypted access policy of
the document. Finally, the doctor decrypts the document’s
symmetric key and uses it to decrypt the document. The doctor
uses the following algorithms.

CheckPatient(Ci,∆) −→ True/False: This algorithm takes
the encrypted symmetric key Ci and the list of recovered
patients (∆ ) to learn whether the document is for an active
patient.

In case the patient is recovered, he is not authorized to use
the system anymore. To do that, the KDC generates a check
list ∆ containing the secret keys of the recovered patients{
R1K

′i
l1
−1, R2K

′′i
l1
−1, R3K

′i
l2
−1, R4K

′i
i2
−1}.

Then, when a doctor receives a ciphertext Ci, he checks if
it is sent from a recovered patient as follows.

p′iK
′i
l1R
−1
1 R1K

′i
l1
−1 ?

= p′iK
′′i
l1 R

−1
2 R2K

′′i
l1
−1

p′′i K
′i
l2R
−1
3 R3K

′i
l2
−1 ?

= p′′i K
′i
i2R
−1
4 R4K

′i
i2
−1

(16)

If these two equalities are satisfied, then the patient is
recovered, otherwise the patient is active.

DecryptAccessPolicy(ĒPW j
i,q
,SKS

Dx
) −→ W j

i,q: This
algorithm takes the encrypted access policy ĒPW j

i,q
and the

doctor search secret key SKS
Dx

, and outputs the access policy
W j

i,q .
The doctor uses his search secret keys SKS

Dx
to decrypt

the encrypted access policy ĒPW j
i,q

, by multiplying SKS
Dx

by
ĒPW j

i,q
to obtain wp′i,q and wp′′i,q . Then, the doctor uses the

splitting vector S to obtain W j
i,q as follows. For each element

kth in S, if S[k] is one, wp′i,q[k] and wp′′i,q[k] are summed to
obtain W j

i,q[k], while if S[k] is zero, then set W j
i,q[k] equal

to wp′i,q[k] or wp′′i,q[k].

Theorem 3. In ESEM, the doctor can decrypt the encrypted
access policy W j

i,q using SKS
Dx

.

Proof. This can be done by multiplying SKS
Dx

by W j
i,q as

follows.

(ExAiwp′i,q) + (ExBiwp′i,q) + (FxAiwp′i,q) + (FxBiwp′i,q)

= (Ex + Fx).(Ai + Bi)wp′i,q

= M1M
−1
1 wp′i,q

′

= wp′i,q
(17)

similarly,

wp′′i,q = (GxCiwp′′i,q) + (GxDiwp′′i,q) + (HxCiwp′′i,q)+

(HxDiwp′′i,q)
(18)

DecryptSymmetricKey(Ci,SKD
Dx
,SKL

Dx
) −→ SMi: This

algorithm takes the encrypted symmetric key Ci, the doctor
decryption secret key SKD

Dx
, and the doctor attribute secret

key SKL
Dx

as input, and outputs the symmetric key SMi.
The doctor uses his secret keys SKL

Dx
of the attributes that

are used in the access policy of the ciphertext Ci to obtain
Yx,l1 and Yx,l2, where

Yx,l1 =
[∑
l∈m

Z−1
x1 Vl1

]
= Z−1

x1

[∑
l∈m

Vl1

]
(19)

and

Yx,l2 = Z−1
x2

[∑
l∈m

Vl2

]
(20)

To decrypt the symmetric key, the doctor multiplies Ci by
SKD

Dx
, Yx,l1 and Yx,l2 to obtain p′i and p′′i . Then, the doctor

uses the splitting vector J to obtain SMi as follows. For each
element kth in J , if J [k] is zero, then SM ′i [k] and SM ′′i [k]
are summed to obtain SMi[k], and if J [k] is one, then set
SMi[k] equal to SM ′i [k] or SM ′′i [k].

Theorem 4. In ESEM, the doctor can decrypt the encrypted
symmetric key Ci using SKDDx

, Yx,l1 and Yx,l2.

Proof. This can be done by multiplying Ci by SKD
Dx

, Yx,l1
and Yx,l2, as follows.

(P ′iK
′i
l1R
−1
1 R1Zx1Yx,l1) + (P ′iK

′′i
l1 R

−1
2 R2Zx1Yx,l1)

= (P ′iK
′i
l1Zx1Z

−1
x1

∑
l∈m

Vl1) + (P ′iK
′′i
l1 Zx1Z

−1
x1

∑
l∈m

Vl1)

= P ′i (K
′i
l1 + K

′′i
l1 )
∑
l∈m

Vl1

= P ′iK
i
l1

∑
l∈m

Vl1

= P ′i
∑
l∈m

V −1
l1

∑
l∈m

Vl1

= P ′i

(21)

similarly,

P ′′i = (P ′′i K
′i
l2R
−1
3 R3Zx2Yx,l2) + (P ′′i K

′′i
l2 R

−1
4 R4Zx2Yx,l2)

(22)
V. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security and privacy
preservation of ESEM. We discuss the security and privacy
features that can be achieved by our scheme.

Proposition 1. No sensitive information can be leaked from
the outsourced documents. More specifically, adversaries can
not reveal any keyword from the encrypted indices and/or
trapdoors. They can not also reveal any attribute from the
encrypted access policy and/or the encrypted attribute set.

Proof. In ESEM, the outsourced documents to the cloud
server are encrypted using a symmetric key encryption
algorithm (e.g., AES). The corresponding key is generated
by a patient and encrypted using our ABE technique to
allow only the doctors whose attributes set Lx satisfies the
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(b) Query Matching.

Fig. 2: Computation overhead of ESEM in comparing with
[12] and [25].

access policy Wi of the document to decrypt the ciphertext
and obtain the key. On the other hand, the confidentiality
of the indices, the encrypted access policy, trapdoors and
the encrypted attribute set are protected using the searchable
encryption scheme. In our kNN encryption scheme, for each
patient/doctor, the matrices {M1,M2} are split into four
randomly chosen matrices which are multiplied by another
matrices {N1, ..., N8}, thus, no patient/doctor is able to
reconstruct the matrix {M1,M2}. This is important because
by knowing {M1,M2}, adversaries can compute the keywords
from the indices or trapdoors and compute the attributes
from the encrypted access policy and the encrypted attribute
set. This indicates that the attributes and the keywords are
protected in the known ciphertext model because there is no
information that can be leaked about them.

Proposition 2. ESEM ensures unlinkability of
indices/trapdoors and access policies/attribute sets sent
from the same patient/doctor or having same keywords or
attributes under the known background model.

Proof. ESEM ensures unlinkability of indices/trapdoors
that have the same keywords and unlinkability of access
policies/attribute sets that have the same attributes because the
use of random numbers in the encryption scheme makes the
indices/trapdoors look different. Specifically, the randomness
comes from the splitting vector S that randomly splits the
document’s keyword set Vi,j into two random vectors v′i,j and
v′′i,j and the search keyword set vector Tx,y into two random
vectors t′x,y and t′′x,y . Thus, these vectors look different if the
same keywords are used. Similarly, this randomness does not
allow the server to identify the indices/trapdoors or access
policies/attribute sets sent from the same patients/doctors.

TABLE III: Index/Relevance Score Generation Time in s/ms.

Dictionary size 1000 2000 4000 5000

[12] 52.7/13.8 68.8/15.8 107.6/19.8 130.2/21.8

[25] 26.3/6.9 34.4/7.9 53.8/9.9 65/10.9

Ours 2.1/3.9 8.6/7.9 34.6/15.8 54/19.8

Proposition 3. Due to using a unique key for each patient,
the indices and the encrypted access policies computed by
a patient cannot be decrypted by other patients. Similarly,
due to using a unique key for each doctor, the trapdoors and
encrypted attribute sets of a doctor cannot be decrypted by
other doctors.

Proof. The use of the same key by all patients/doctors
creates a security problem in which other patients/doctors can
decrypt their indices/trapdoors and access policies/attribute
sets. Thus, patients can learn the health condition and
the medical diagnosis of other patients by decrypting their
documents and the indices to reveal the keywords or the access
policies to reveal the attributes. In the proposed searchable
encryption scheme, each patient/doctor has a unique secret
key. Although patients use different keys (SKS

Pi
) to encrypt

the indices and access policies, and doctors use different keys
(SKS

Dx
) to encrypt the trapdoors and attribute sets, the cloud

server is still able to compute the similarity score which is
the dot products of the two plaintext vectors of the patients
and doctors. It is infeasible for a doctor/patient to reveal
the keys of other doctors/patients. This is because of using
different random matrices {Ai, Bi, Ci, Di} in each patient’s
key (SKS

Pi
) and different random matrices {Ex, Fx, Gx, Hx}

in each doctor’s key (SKS
Dx

). To conclude, in our scheme,
patients/doctors cannot decrypt the data sent from other
patients/doctors which is an essential feature to create a secure
multi-data-owner and multi-data setting.

Proposition 4. ESEM thwarts collusion attacks between
the cloud server and patients to decrypt other patients’
documents.

Proof. To use the existing single-data owner schemes for
multiple data owner setting, the data owners (patients in our
application) should use the same encryption key to encrypt
the outsourced documents to the cloud server [5]–[7], [9]–
[11], [15]. So, if a patient colludes with the server, they
can decrypt all the outsourced documents, creating a serious
privacy problem. In our scheme, this problem is resolved by
using different keys for patients. Moreover, in our schemes,
colluders cannot only decrypt the documents, but they cannot
also know the keywords of the documents.

Proposition 5. ESEM thwarts collusion attacks between the
cloud server and doctors to decrypt documents they are not
authorized to access.

Proof. If a doctor colludes with the server, they cannot
decrypt documents the doctor is not authorized to access. This
is because our ABE scheme encrypts the key used to encrypt
the documents, and thus doctors should achieve the access
policy to be able to decrypt the ciphertext and obtain the key.
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(c) Decrypting symmetric key of the document.

Fig. 3: Computation overhead of ESEM in comparing with [12] and [27].

Proposition 6. External eavesdroppers cannot infer
sensitive information or compute the similarity score of
the indices and trapdoors. They cannot also compute the
similarity score of the access policies and attribute sets.

Proof. In ESEM, external eavesdroppers cannot obtain any
sensitive information because they cannot decrypt the indices,
access policies, trapdoors and attribute sets. They cannot even
compute the similarity score of the indices and trapdoors or the
similarity score of access policies and attribute sets because
the server secret key SKS is needed to compute the similarity
scores, and this key is only known by the cloud server. An
eavesdropper who can obtain trapdoors and document indices,
can obtain side information about the similarity score of the
queried keywords and the documents’ keywords. So, only
the cloud server can measure the similarity scores of the
indices and trapdoors and the scores of the access policies
and attribute sets.

Proposition 7. ESEM guarantees that a doctor cannot
decrypt a document if his attribute set cannot satisfy the
document’s access policy even if he colludes with other
doctors whose attribute sets cannot satisfy the policy.

Proof. In ESEM, each doctor has a secret key SKL
Dx

=
{Z−1x1 Vl1, Z

−1
x2 Vl2} for every attribute in his attribute set,

where {Zx1, Zx2} are secret invertible matrices that are
selected randomly for each doctor. The ABE scheme is used
to encrypt the symmetric key used to encrypt each document,
so if a doctor’s attribute set does not achieve the access policy,
he cannot decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the key. Moreover,
in case of collusion with another doctor to decrypt a document
whose access policy cannot be satisfied with their individual
attribute sets, the two doctors cannot merge the secrets of
their attributes to satisfy the policy because the secrets have
different random matrices {Zx1, Zx2}.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate ESEM and compare it to the
existing work available in the literature.

A. Experiment Setup and Metrics

To evaluate the communication and computation overheads
of our scheme, we have implemented it using python running

on an Intel ® Core i7-8700 CPU @3.20GHz and 16 GB RAM
2.00 GHz and 8-GB RAM. We compare the performance
of ESEM against the schemes proposed in [25], [12] and
[27]. Searchable encryption schemes are proposed in [25]
and [12]. In our scheme, each element in the ciphertext is
represented with 2 bytes. All the experiments were run 1000
times and the average results are reported. Also, we consider
6000 documents in the system. We define the key metrics used
in our evaluations as follows.
• Computation overhead. The time needed to execute the

different phases of the schemes.
• Communication overhead. The size of the exchanged

messages between the different network entities.

B. Computation Overhead

Fig. 2a and Table III give the time needed to generate
the index/trapdoor versus the dictionary size (the number of
keywords). This figure shows that the computation overhead
increases as the dictionary size increase. Compared with [12]
and [25], it can be seen that our scheme is more efficient in
index/trapdoor generation because it does not depend on the
number of documents in the system, whereas, [12] and [25]
need to extend the index/trapdoor vector by the maximum
possible number of documents in the system. It can be seen
that the time needed to generate index and to generate trapdoor
are same. This because that the cloud server needs the same
index and trapdoor vectors size to execute the query matching
process.

Fig. 2b and Table III give the computation overhead
required to calculate the relevance score by the cloud server
versus the dictionary size. As shown in the figure, the time
needed to calculate the relevance score in the three schemes
linearly increases with the increase of the dictionary size.
However, the increase in ESEM is faster than the other
schemes because ESEM needs eight dot product operations
to calculate the relevance score to support multi-data-owner
setting. Also, the search process in [25] does not support either
the usage of unique keys or multi-data-owner setting.

For the key generation phase, Fig. 3a gives the computation
overhead versus the number of user attributes. In our scheme,
it can be clearly seen that the computation time required
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Fig. 4: Communication overhead of our scheme in comparing with [12], [25], and [27].

increases slightly as the number of user attributes increase. For
instance, the computation time increases from 13 µs in case of
one attribute to 52 µs in case of 10 attributes. In [12] and [27],
it can be seen that they need much more computation time to
compute the keys, and the key generation overhead increases
with the increase of the number of the user attributes. This
is because these schemes use public-key cryptosystems that
require extensive computations to compute the keys.

For encrypting documents, Fig. 3b gives the computation
overhead versus the number of attributes represented in the
access policy w. As shown in the figure, ESEM has constant
encryption time because it only needs four vector matrix
multiplication regardless of the number of attributes used in
the encryption. On contrary, the encryption overhead in [12]
and [27] increases linearly with the number of attributes w
used in the encryption. The encryption process in [12] requires
only one multiplication operation and w + 3 exponentiation
operations, while in [27], it requires one multiplication
operation and 2w + 2 exponentiation operations.

Finally, the doctor needs to decrypt the symmetric key
encrypted by the ABE scheme to be able to decrypt the
document. Fig. 3c gives the computation time needed to do
this decryption versus the number of attributes represented in
the access policy w. The results indicate that ESEM is more
efficient than [12] and [27]. This is because ESEM requires
only four vectors multiplication to decrypt the ciphertext
which is much more efficient than cryptographic operations
required to perform Paillier decryption used in [12] and [27].
The decryption process in [12] requires 2w+ 3 multiplication
operations and 2w + 1 pairing operations, while in [27], it
requires w + 2 multiplication operations and 3w + 1 pairing
operations.

C. Communication Overhead

In ESEM, for each document, the patients attach the
encrypted index vector (IVi,j

), the encrypted access policy
(EPWi

), and the symmetric key used to encrypt the document
encrypted by the ABE scheme (Ci). The overhead is
|IVi,j |+|EPWi |, where |IVi,j | and |EPWi | are the sizes of
the encrypted index vector and the encrypted access policy.
Consider that each element in the ciphertext is represented by

2 bytes, therefore, the ciphertext size becomes 2(8m + 8w)
bytes, where m and w are the size of the encrypted index
vector and the encrypted access policy, respectively. The size
of the encrypted symmetric key (|Ci|) is 2(4c) bytes, where
c is the size of the symmetric key.

To search over encrypted data, a doctor sends his encrypted
trapdoor and attribute set to the cloud server. The doctor sends
to the cloud server a message containing the trapdoor (ITx,y

)
and the encrypted attribute set vector EPLx

. Thus, the doctor-
to-cloud communication is |ITx,y |+|EPLx |= 2(8m + 8w)
bytes.

Fig. 4a gives the size of encrypted index and access
policy/encrypted trapdoor and attribute set communication
overhead versus the dictionary size. It can be seen that the
schemes [25] and [12] require more overhead as compared to
ESEM because they need to extend the index/trapdoor by the
maximum possible number of documents in the system before
outsourcing it to the cloud server. It can also be seen that in the
three schemes, the communication overhead increases linearly
with increasing of the encrypted vectors, but our scheme
increases faster because the extra overhead needed to create
multi-data-owner and multi-users setting. The communication
overhead of the encrypted index and access policy is exactly
the same as the encrypted index and access policy since the
number of elements of the encrypted query vector is equal to
the number of elements of the encrypted index vector so that
the cloud server successfully executes the search process using
the inner product operation of the vectors sent from the patient
and the doctor to compute the similarity score. Therefore,
ESEM offers more efficient communication overhead on the
doctor side comparing with [25] and [12].

Fig. 4b gives the communication overhead of encrypted
symmetric key used to encrypt the documents versus the
symmetric key size. The figure shows that ESEM has much
less overhead than the other two schemes because our ABE
is much more efficient than the ABE approaches that depend
on public key cryptography used in [12] and [27].

The cloud server should measure the similarity scores of the
ciphertexts sent from the patients and the doctors and return to
the doctor the top t matched documents and the ciphertexts of
the keys used to encrypt them (Ci). Thus, the cloud-to-doctor
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overhead is t × |Ci| = 2(4tc) bytes. Fig. 4c gives the size
of the ciphertexts of the keys versus the number of returned
documents (t).

As shown in the figures, ESEM needs much less overhead
compared with [12] and [27] because the size of the ABE
ciphertext size in ESEM is much less that of the public-key
cryptography based ABE schemes in [12] and [27].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper has proposed a new scheme called ESEM,
an efficient multi-keyword customized searchable encryption
scheme over medical cloud encrypted data. Our ABE scheme
enables the patients to add an access policy to their documents.
It also enables the server to learn whether a doctor can
achieve the policy to return only the documents the doctor
is authorized to access without learning the access policy or
the doctor’s attributes. Also, we have developed a searchable
encryption scheme to allow the cloud server to compute the
similarity score of indices and trapdoor and return high-ranked
documents to the doctor. Our scheme efficiently supports the
multi-data-owner settings of e-health applications without the
need to share multiple keys between patients and doctors. Our
security analysis indicate that the privacy of the patients is well
preserved. Specifically, external eavesdroppers cannot learn
any sensitive information or measure the similarity score of
indices and trapdoors. The cloud server can not reveal the
keywords, the access policy, and the doctors’ attributes. Also,
ESEM ensures the unlinkability of indices/trapdoors sent from
the same patient/doctor or having the same keywords under the
known background model. Finally, our extensive performance
evaluations indicate that ESEM requires low computation and
communication overheads.

For the future work, we will investigate an efficient
authentication scheme to authenticate users to the cloud.
Meanwhile, we will investigate using blockchain technology
to make the system robust against denial of service attacks.
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